Bookstore Dealer Terms and Policies
Effective January 1, 2020. Subject to change without notice

Curriculum

Books

Standard Lesson Commentaries

Discounts (by the order):

Discounts (by number of units):

Discounts (by number of units):

$1-$999

20%

1-23 units (mixed)

40%

1-30 units

40%

$1,000-$2,499

25%

24< units (mixed)

45% + free ship.

31-60 units

42%

$2,500-$4,999

30%

24< units/a case

55% + free ship.

61-90 units

43%

$5,000-$7,499

35%

91-120 units

45% + free ship.

$7,500<

40%

For case quantities, mention the promotion
code CS55 to get the proper 55% discount.

121-150 units

48% + free ship.

150< units

50% + free ship.

Terms: ~90-day/quarterly billing

Terms: 30-day billing

Terms: 30-day billing

Freight policy:

Freight policy:

Freight policy:

Free shipping on orders if the following
requirements are met:

Free shipping on orders of 24 or more units
or a case or more of a single title (i.e. The
Action Bible is 10 to a case).

Free shipping on orders of 91 or more.

Return policy:

Return policy:

Return policy:

No physical returns on dated curriculum
(Gospel Light is the exception; it can be
mailed back).

Books can be returned back to the
warehouse if:

SLCs can be returned back to the
warehouse if:

-

They are still in print

-

-

In resaleable condition

The return is made before April 30th of
the year they’re being used (i.e.
4/30/2021 for the 2020-21 SLCs)

-

In resaleable condition

-

Order placed online

-

Placed on/by 20th of July (fall), Oct.
(winter), Jan. (spring), or April
(summer)

-

$500 or more (before discount)

Credit of up to 10% of the amount of the
largest order for that quarter can be given
(i.e. $1,000 order = $100 credit).
A Credit Request Form should be filled out
and submitted by the 1st of Nov. (fall), Feb.
(winter), May (spring), or Aug. (summer).

(If a book is listed on the Shop site, then
it’s more than likely returnable).
Customer is expected to pay shipping on
returns if it was not David C Cook’s
mistake for the overage.

Customer is expected to pay shipping on
returns if it was not David C Cook’s
mistake for the overage.

